Pursuing a Good Life in the Law: Professor Richard Brooks

Reed Loder

“How does one lead a good life in the law?” This question pervaded the scholarly and teaching career of Richard Brooks, Professor Emeritus at Vermont Law School. Keeping the question alive is a huge challenge in the contemporary world of legal education, which tilts precipitously toward “pragmatic” concerns while training fewer students laboring under backbreaking debt, for scarcer and newly configured jobs. The challenge is to understand and remember why the question counts more than ever in these strained times.

Recently, some philosophers and social psychologists have rejected traits of character as explanations for personal behavior. So-called “situationist” critics of character ethics have even denied the existence of character itself, citing psychological studies purporting to demonstrate that situational factors determine conduct. On this view, the features of one’s institutional or workplace environment dictate how one will behave, overriding tendencies often attributed to character, such as the propensity to take risks, to assist others in need, or even to perceive oneself as morally accountable for individual decisions. If this diminished view of personal agency is true, law students are entering a world of constrained autonomy, exacerbated by the lack of empowerment to select one’s work or workplace in a shrinking legal universe.

Professor Brooks’ personal identity ethics stand in stark contrast to the cramped view that our external constraints largely dictate what we do. The
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sense of freedom that emerges in Professor Brook’s writing perhaps underemphasizes well-documented research in social psychology, showing how circumstances shape people’s decisions to obey authority,7 conform their beliefs to their peers,8 and lead them to accept collective risks they would never take on their own.9 In “Ethical Legal Identity and Professional Responsibility,” Professor Brooks depicts multiple legal characters that he claims offer a “rich variety of choice.”10 These characters include such familiar legal denizens as officer of the court, advocate, and problem solver, and some who are less obvious such as “reflective craftsman,” social engineer, and “gentleperson.”11 Compounding the range of choices, lawyers can select their identities incrementally and in clusters.12 The character notion of ethics conveys moral autonomy that is valuable to students facing some genuinely intractable aspects of the law and the profession. Better to aspire to become the kind of lawyer one hopes to be while crushed by debt and approaching a disempowering market than to succumb passively to perceived insurmountable forces.

Professor Brooks acknowledged student skepticism about ethics as reducible to “personal preference.”13 He also noted that students reject the value of ethics unless offered visions with “moral appeal” that guide them through specific ethical and legal conflicts.14 Students will disregard theories “not clearly based upon any sympathetic ethical principles,” no matter how analytically sound.15 He predicted that students ultimately would reject Renaissance humanism in favor of more inclusive attitudes toward the nonhuman world.16 Much in this prescient analysis motivates environmental students at Vermont Law School. Recent international developments inspire students. For example, Ecuador has included the
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rights of Pacha Mama (Mother Earth) in its Constitution, and Bolivia has enacted similar legislation to protect the rights of nature. Students cheer the compact between the Commonwealth of New Zealand and the Maori (Iwi) people to bestow legal standing and specific personhood rights on the Whanganui River. Students are not naïve about the challenges of such developments. They eagerly examine the confounding boundary and conflict of rights problems that these concepts pose. Yet nearly 50 years after Christopher Stone advocated granting legal standing to the environment, some people – though not enough at home – are finally beginning to implement some ideas with “moral appeal” beyond an entirely human-centered, economic framework. These steps are heartening and exciting. Maybe it is possible, after all, to move beyond the “arrogance of humanism” in environmental law.

One bold illustration of the contemporary move away from narrow humanism is a growing international movement, variously identified as “Earth Jurisprudence,” “Ecological Law,” “Rights of Nature,” and “Earth Law.” Proponents of this perspective urge that laws be modified to reflect the ecological interdependency and interrelationship of everything in the universe. For example, reformed property law would not place individual rights of ownership above the rights of other beings dependent on the land, including present and future humans, nonhumans, and natural processes. Property owners would have ecological responsibilities to refrain from degrading the land. Land rights would be defined by features of the land itself and would vary among parcels. The idea of conservation would be
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“updated by ecological realities and clearly tied to a vision of responsible land use.”26

The task of re-envisioning the law and its ethical foundations along such lines is formidable because of the weight of culture and legal precedent. Longstanding “western” belief separates humans from the rest of nature and treats humans as superior over the nonhuman world that exists for our uses.27 At worst, this exploitative attitude has despoiled our planet and caused a “sixth mass extinction, according to lawyer Cormac Cullinan, Earth Jurisprudence advocate.28 At best, humans anoint themselves as planetary managers who “can do things better than nature.”29 Western law protects individual and corporate control over the environment, but fails to protect ecological interests and species directly when conflicts arise.30 This dominant western legal vision is incompatible with a modern scientific worldview,31 perhaps summoning a new natural law theory that Professor Brooks deemed “largely out of fashion.”32 Quantum physics poses “webs of relationships interacting in a network fashion with other systems” with inseparable parts.33 On this view, nature is systemically complex and structurally diverse but intertwined.34 Yet environmental law remains largely compartmentalized into media (water, air, land). Combined with granting legal power over lands or places to a few humans and corporations, American environmental law violates the welfare of nature as an integrated whole.35 According to Earth Jurisprudence founder and Catholic theologian Thomas Berry, all individual things reach their realization in the “Great Self” of the universe, which is the source of all value.36 Thus, an appropriate ethic seeks mutual benefit and reciprocity in relationships, aiming to heal and restore damage to the earth.37 I do not know whether, or to what extent, Professor Brooks might accept these ideas. Actually, I could imagine him rejecting them wholeheartedly just to invite a debate! Yet, I think he would agree that exploring them is one way of searching for a worthwhile and meaningful life in the law.
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The promise of a “good life in the law” also motivates those studying Animal Law. Nothing could be more discouraging than law that brutalizes animals in agriculture, entertainment, research, wildlife conservation practices, and everyday cruelties. The immorality of this law has spiked with rapidly growing scientific knowledge about the cognitive and emotional lives of animals, including invertebrates. The students who pursue animal law strive to improve the existence of their fellow creatures step by tiny step, taking heart in paltry victories while stretching for pivotal moments. To them, “a good life in the law” is to reform the many laws that could be so much less painful for nonhumans. In my experience, those who persist are finding meaningful employment and are starting to make a difference.

Professor Brooks is particularly critical of the narrow approach to ethics in law schools, despite the post-Watergate outcry for ethics codes and courses teaching codes. Even the American Bar Association, which has promulgated the Model Rules of Professional Conduct, recognizes that “[t]he Rules do not, however, exhaust the moral and ethical considerations that should inform a lawyer, for no worthwhile human activity can be completely defined by legal rules.” Professor Brooks generally decried “the lack of ethical intellectual content in legal education,” given the few courses grounding legal principles in “ethical systematic thought.” Perhaps this is especially a problem in an environmental curriculum because the fundamental personal questions are ethical, such as: “How should I best live my life?” “What is my place in the universe?”
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should I treat the nonhuman world?” When it comes to law and policy, the questions are obviously ethical: “What are the boundaries of public responsibility of a company that pollutes?” “Should an American corporation use practices in developing countries that are environmentally prohibited at home?” “Should developed countries most historically responsible for carbon emissions bear more global responsibilities going forward to mitigate climate change and promote adaptations?” These questions deserve more than passing mention from course to course. Rather, they deserve at least some systematic ethical treatment, informed by centuries of “ethical systematic thought.” In 1948 Aldo Leopold wrote: “No important change in ethics was ever accomplished without an internal change in our intellectual emphasis, loyalties, affections, and convictions.” A deeper approach to ethics across the curriculum would probably hearten Professor Brooks, no matter how much he might be tempted to take a contrarian position.

So let Vermont Law School embrace the broad questions that Professor Brooks asked throughout his career, not merely as a historical nod to an erstwhile “liberal arts approach” to law school. Of course, bar exams, jobs, and mundane practice skills play a central role in contemporary legal education, and legal educators would be remiss not to emphasize them. The danger is to become so submerged in these most “pragmatic” pursuits that one overlooks the practical and motivating value of integrating these skills with a broader and more reflective approach. As Professor Brooks reminds us, the ultimate pragmatist John Dewey “urged that a truly liberal education will refuse to isolate vocational training from education.” We can best serve our students with a reflective approach to the law that will simultaneously sharpen their thinking and prepare them for successful careers. Keep the approach of Professor Richard Brooks alive because a good life in the law is more important than ever.
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